Fitting Instructions - Coils
Congratulations on your purchase. Please follow these step-by-step installation instructions.
Ideally you will attach the StayClean One unit to the wall, close to your cellar buoy and beer line. You
must have access to a 240v mains socket. Ensure you can plug the power supply into the mains socket
and and it can reach the StayClean One unit. If not, you will require an extension cable which are
available directly from StayClean.

Step One

Step Two

Step Three

Carefully cut or unwind the tape that
connects the beer line and the gas line.
There’s no need to remove all of the
tape, but allow yourself room to work around 75cm to a 1m should be
enough.

Attach the 3D printed clip to the beer
line. Pick a start point near to the
bottom of the cellar buoy and gentle
squeeze the clips on to the beer line.

Split the two parts of the transmission
cable. It is best to leave the last 30cm
(approx) unsplit, as this keeps the
installation tidier.

Step Four

Step Five

Tuck one part of the cable out of the
way, to make life a little easier.
Take the other part of the cable and
push it in to one of the two small
receivers on the back of the top clip. We
ﬁnd it easier to use the right hand
receiver for the top cable.

Coil the ﬁrst cable around the beer
pipe, using the grooves and ridges on
the spine of the clip to position each
coil.
Wind the ﬁrst cable in an anti-clockwise
direction.
Try to keep the coils tight.

6 Step Six
Wind on coils until all of the grooves on
the top section of the clip are ﬁlled.
Keeping the cable tight, push it in to the
the right hand reciever on the back of
the second clip.
Leave a short tail (approx 4cm) and snip
oﬀ the remaining cable (see steps 11
and 12). Turn the tail of the cable
downwards to keep it out of the way.
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Step Seven

Step Eight

Step Nine

Retrieve the second part of the cable.
Push it in to the left hand receiver on
the reverse of the top clip.

Keeping the cable reasonably tight and
straight, proceed to push it in tot he left
hand receivers on the second and third
clips.

Gently hold the cable in place as you
coil it around the beer line; this time
applying the coils in a clockwise
direction.
Once again, keep the coils tight,
pushing it in to the grooves on the spine
of the clip to maintain spacing and keep
the coils tightly positioned.

Step Ten

Step Eleven

Step Twelve

Wind on coild until all of the grooves on
the bottom section of the clip are ﬁlled.
Again, keeping the cable tight, push it in
to the right hand reciever on the back of
the fourth clip.

Leave a short tail on the end of the
cable - we recommend you leave
approximately 3 - 5cm.
Cut oﬀ the remainder of the cable using
a pair of small electirician’s snips or
scissors.

On the bottom set of coils you can turn
the tail of the cable upwards and push it
in to the spare receiver on the reverse
of the bottom clip.
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